
  



    



    

LEGION STYLE 

Feature desert hats for cool
comfort.

TRIBAL TACTICS 

Be inspired by traditional
tribal jewelry.

SAND STORM 

Protect watches from the
elements with covers.

BEAT THE HEAT 

Stay protected with summer
sun accessories.

STORM TROOPER

Get in flight mode with 
aviator sunglasses.



    



    

DESERT FEEL: Feature translucent frames in neutral, desert tones with twilight 

lenses.

IMPERFECT CIRCLE: Update circular sunglasses with gently rounded lenses for a softer 

style.



    

SIDE EFFECTS: Add side panels to sunglasses for protection against desert storms. 

SECOND SKIN: Use crinkled and cracked leather in tonal hues for textural richness.



    

INDIGENOUS NATURE: Be inspired by Bedouin tribes for handcrafted jewelry with organic materials. 

TEXTILE MIX: Combine oxidized metals with delicate beading in earth pigments.



    

FINE DETAILS: Create ornate and intricate detailing with hand-twisted and braided bands. 

CRYSTAL HEALING: Embellish rings with restorative gems and jewels in vivid earth tones.



    

DIVINE DESIGNS: Call on Hindu deities and immortal beings for styling influence this summer.

Traditional Eastern symbolism will be featured heavily as intricate design and embellishment on natural

materials. Rework recycled woods and metals in burnished earth tones for a handcrafted feel.



    

STRESS FREE: Reference traditional worry beads with polished kola nut necklaces. 

SOFT STRING: Trim simple silhouettes with suede tassels in dusty browns or 

golden yellows.



    

WEATHERED & WORN: Reference desert earth and Eastern landscapes with distressed leathers this

season. Crinkled and cracked leathers will appear as accessories and trims for a worn-in, authentically

aged feel. Combine with sanded stones in neutral tones for a handmade finish.



    

LOST & FOUND: Feature compasses and chronographs on wristwatches in thick, sturdy leathers. 

OVER PROTECTED: Reinforce silhouettes with tonal topstitching and display covers.



    

SUN SHADE: Be protected from strong sun with wide-brimmed desert flap caps. 

TEXTURE TOUCH: Use lithe leather-trimmed duck cloth in sandy washes for textural depth.



    

MOLDED MARKS: Soften hat shapes with embossed leather crowns in sandy beige palettes. 

LITTLE EXTRAS: Add a utilitarian aspect with tags and D-rings in contrasting earthy pigments.



    

EASY BREEZY: Create lightweight motorcycle gloves in breathable mesh textiles for summer comfort. 

MINOR MATTERS: Add coin pockets and leather straps in tonal hues for a functional feel.



  

ETHNIC FEEL: Be traditional with hand loomed scarves in pale, paisley prints. 

NATIVE EFFECTS: Add hand-hammered metal trims for uncomplicated adornment.


